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The quiz structure is to have a ‘Begin Quiz’ button or link at the be-
ginning of the quiz and an ‘End Quiz’ button or quiz at the end. In some
settings, you might want to place the ‘Begin Quiz’ button on another page,
with, perhaps, some instructions. For this purpose exerquiz defines three
commands \DeclareQuiz, \floatQuiz, \startQuizHere, \endQuizHere
and \dockQuiz.

The \DeclareQuiz command takes one argument, which is the name
of the quiz, for example \DeclareQuiz{myQuiz}. This command takes it
argument and creates a text macro \currQuiz, which expands to the quiz
name. \currQuiz can then be used in the quiz environment command
argument for the quiz name. This makes it easy to change the names
without having to search through and make all changes.

The command \floatQuiz declares the current quiz, as set by the
\DeclareQuiz command, is floating, which means the ‘Start Quiz’ and
‘End Quiz’ link-text or buttons are separated from their usual placement
and are allowed to “float.” The third command \startQuizHere inserts the
‘Begin Quiz’ link text or form button, while the \endQuizHere command
inserts the ‘End Quiz’ link or form button.

The example on the next page demonstrates these commands.
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Solve each of the following problems. To begin the
quiz, click on the button.

Answer these questions truthfully.
1. Do you understanding the concept of \floatQuiz?

(a) Yes (b) No
2. Do you understanding the concept of \dockQuiz?

(a) Yes (b) No

After you have finished the quiz, click on the button. Click the
‘Correct’ button if you wish and your quiz will be marked. Click on the
choice with the green border to jump to the solution.

Should you want the ‘End Quiz’ button to be in the usual place, but a
floated ‘Begin Quiz’ button, place \endQuizHere like so
\end{quiz}\endQuizHere\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

To return to the default behavior of the quiz environment place the com-
mand \dockQuiz following the quiz. Quizzes that come after the \dockQuiz
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will then have the standard quiz format.

Answer these question if you can.
1. Does this quiz return to default behavior after docking the quiz?

(a) Yes (b) No
2. Is this a useful feature?

(a) Yes (b) No
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Solutions to Quizzes

Solution to Quiz: You can’t understand it until I explain it!
�
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Solution to Quiz: The usefulness is in the eye of the document author.
�


	 Solutions to Quizzes


\documentclass{article}
\usepackage{amsmath}
\usepackage[tight,designiv,pro]{web}  % dvipsone, dvips, pdftex, dvipdfm
\usepackage{exerquiz}

\newcommand{\CMD}[1]{\textbackslash#1}

\DeclareDocInfo
{%
    title={\texorpdfstring{Acro\!\TeX}{AcroTeX} Bundle Test File\texorpdfstring{\\}{: }Floating a Quiz},
    author=Dr. D. P. Story,
    subject={Demonstrating \CMD{DeclareQuiz}, \CMD{floatQuiz},
        \CMD{startQuizHere}, \CMD{endQuizHere} and \CMD{dockQuiz}},
    university=Acro\!TeX.Net,
    email=dpstory@acrotex.net,
    keywords={AeB, AcroTeXLaTeX, hyperref, PDF, exercises, quizzes},
    talksite=\url{www.acrotex.net},
    talkdate={\today},
    talkdateLabel=Published,
    prepared={October 7, 2007},
}
\nocopyright


\newcommand{\cs}[1]{\texttt{\char`\\#1}}
\newcommand\newtopic{\par\ifdim\lastskip>0pt\relax\vskip-\lastskip\fi
\vskip\medskipamount\noindent}


\begin{document}

\maketitle

The quiz structure is to have a `Begin Quiz' button or link at the
beginning of the quiz and an `End Quiz' button or quiz at the end.
In some settings, you might want to place the `Begin Quiz' button on
another page, with, perhaps, some instructions. For this purpose
\textsf{exerquiz} defines three commands \cs{DeclareQuiz},
\cs{floatQuiz}, \cs{startQuizHere}, \cs{endQuizHere} and
\cs{dockQuiz}.

The \cs{DeclareQuiz} command takes one argument, which is the name
of the quiz, for example \verb!\DeclareQuiz{myQuiz}!. This command takes it
argument and creates a text macro \cs{currQuiz}, which expands to
the quiz name. \cs{currQuiz} can then be used in the \texttt{quiz}
environment command argument for the quiz name. This makes it easy
to change the names without having to search through and make all
changes.

The command \cs{floatQuiz} declares the current quiz, as set by the
\cs{DeclareQuiz} command, is floating, which means the `Start Quiz' and
`End Quiz' link-text or buttons are separated from their usual placement
and are allowed to ``float.'' The third command \cs{startQuizHere}
inserts the `Begin Quiz' link text or form button, while the
\cs{endQuizHere} command inserts the `End Quiz' link or form button.

\newtopic The example on the next page demonstrates these commands.

%
% Use the \Quiz command to declare the name of the next quiz
\DeclareQuiz{myQuiz}
%
% Modify the begin and end buttons. This must be done before
% the \floatQuiz command
%
\useBeginQuizButton[\CA{Start}\RC{the}\AC{Quiz}\BC{}\W0]
\useEndQuizButton[\CA{End}\RC{the}\AC{Quiz}\BC{}\W0]
%
% Now detach the buttons from the quiz.
%
\floatQuiz

\begin{center}
\fcolorbox{blue}{webyellow}{\begin{minipage}{.67\linewidth}
Solve each of the following problems. To begin the quiz,
click on the \startQuizHere\space button.
\end{minipage}}
\end{center}

\begin{quiz}{\currQuiz}
Answer these questions truthfully.
\begin{questions}
  \item Do you understanding the concept of \cs{floatQuiz}?
  \begin{answers}{4}
    \Ans1 Yes & \Ans0 No
  \end{answers}
  \item Do you understanding the concept of \cs{dockQuiz}?
  \begin{answers}*{4}
    \Ans0 Yes & \Ans1 No
  \end{answers}
    \begin{solution}
      You can't understand it until I explain it!
    \end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{quiz}\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\newtopic \fcolorbox{blue}{webyellow}{\begin{minipage}{\linewidth-2\fboxsep-2\fboxrule}
After you have finished the quiz, click on the
\endQuizHere\space button. Click the `Correct' button if you
wish and your quiz will be marked. Click on the choice with
the green border to jump to the solution.
\end{minipage}}
\dockQuiz

\newtopic Should you want the `End Quiz' button to be in the usual place, but
a floated `Begin Quiz' button, place \cs{endQuizHere} like so
\begin{small}
\begin{verbatim}
\end{quiz}\endQuizHere\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz
\end{verbatim}
\end{small}

\newtopic To return to the default behavior of the quiz environment
place the command \cs{dockQuiz} following the quiz. Quizzes that come
after the \cs{dockQuiz} will then have the standard quiz format.

%
% By executing \useBeginQuizButton and \useEndQuizButton without any
% optional arguments, the buttons revert to their default style.
% Try compiling by commenting out the next two lines.
%
\useBeginQuizButton
\useEndQuizButton

\begin{quiz}{myQuiz2}
Answer these question if you can.
\begin{questions}
  \item Does this quiz return to default behavior after docking the quiz?
  \begin{answers}{4}
    \Ans1 Yes & \Ans0 No
  \end{answers}
  \item Is this a useful feature?
  \begin{answers}*{4}
    \Ans1 Yes & \Ans0 No
    \begin{solution}
      The usefulness is in the eye of the document author.
    \end{solution}
  \end{answers}
\end{questions}
\end{quiz}\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz


\end{document}
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